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Abstract

Objective: Despite a preliminary understanding of leptin–skeletal interactions, data in humans are inconsistent and the exact roles of leptin on bone metabolism have not yet been defined. The aim of this study was to examine the possible role of leptin in the regulation of bone metabolism in healthy, physically trained adults.

Methods and Design: Body composition and bone mass (dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry), anthropometry, serum leptin, insulin, cortisol, osteocalcin, C-terminal telopeptide of type I collagen (CTx) and total plasma proteins were measured in judoists at normal body weight, after weight reduction and after weight regain. Physical training, weight cycling history, menstrual status and nutritional intake using a 7-day food record were assessed.

Results: Precompetitive weight loss averaged 4±0.3% of bodyweight and resulted in a significant decrease in leptin levels of 64% (P < 0.001) and of 31% for insulin (P < 0.0001). CTx and cortisol concentrations rose by 33% (P < 0.0001) and 81% (P < 0.05) respectively. Osteocalcin and total plasma protein remained unaffected by weight loss. A 4±0.5% weight regain induced a 276% increase in leptin levels (P < 0.001) and an 18% increase in insulin (P < 0.001). CTx and cortisol decreased by 23% (P < 0.0001) and 27% (P < 0.05) respectively. Changes in leptin were significantly correlated with changes in bone resorption marker in response to both weight loss (r = 0.56, P < 0.01) and regain (r = 0.44, P < 0.05).

Conclusions: These findings suggest that leptin is involved in the regulation of bone metabolism in healthy adults and might play a potential role in the prevention of osteoporosis.
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Introduction

Leptin is a cytokine protein encoded by the ob gene and secreted from adipose tissue (1). Circulating levels have been shown to be positively associated with fat mass in both lean and obese individuals (2, 3). Leptin first emerged as a component of a regulatory loop linking fat mass to food intake and energy expenditure (4) but recently raised considerable interest as a potential mediator of the protective effects of fat mass on bone tissue.

Both a peripheral and a central action of leptin on bone metabolism have been proposed. Peripherally, leptin is thought to exert positive effects on bone formation, whereas it is thought to reduce bone formation via a central control mechanism when binding to its specific receptors located on the hypothalamic nuclei (5). Despite a preliminary understanding of leptin–skeletal interactions, the exact roles of leptin on bone metabolism have not yet been clarified. Data in the literature are inconsistent and conflicting. In vitro, leptin has been shown to exert direct osteotrophic effects by promoting differentiation of bone marrow stromal cells into osteoblasts (6) and by inhibiting osteoclast generation (7). These data have been confirmed in different animal models, with peripheral leptin administration having positive effects on bone by modulating formation and resorption processes (8). In sum, in vitro and in vivo evidence support the hypothesis that leptin has the ability to act directly on bone remodelling by modulating both osteoblast and osteoclast activities. However, studies in humans have not been able to confirm these actions.
The objective of the present study was to test the hypothesis of a potential role of leptin in the regulation of bone metabolism in healthy adults. Based on the assumption that disturbances in the physiological systems may help to shed further light on these interrelationships, bone biomarkers, leptin, insulin, cortisol and body composition were assessed under conditions of stable weight, weight loss and weight regain in healthy athletes.

Judo is a combat sport with strict competitive weight categories. In order to qualify for their respective weight category, many contestants undergo drastic food restriction in the week preceding the competition. The amount of weight thus lost is subsequently regained as the athletes compensate for the sustained energy drain by excess food intake. This rapid alternation between weight loss and regain is known as weight cycling. For the purpose of this study, a cohort of judoists was recruited and tested three times: first, during stable weight conditions; secondly, after a week of food restriction resulting in significant weight loss and, finally, 3 weeks later with bodyweight regain. To take into account possible gender differences, both male and female subjects were included.

Materials and methods

Experimental design

The judoists in this study were tested three times during the judo season: first, in October, when they were all at their normal weight (early season; ES). The second measure took place upon completion of 7 days of severe food restriction, when precompetitive weight loss was achieved (precompetition; Pre-C). Thus, Pre-C testing took place 24 h (48 h in three judoists leaving for competition abroad), prior to the first ‘inweight’ competition of the season (Pre-C, in March). The third measure was taken 3 weeks after Pre-C testing when the judoists had regained the weight previously lost (post-competition; Post-C). Judoists who were within the limits of their competitive weight category did not have to lose weight to qualify for competition. Judoists who varied in weight (weight cyclers; WC) and those who did not vary in weight (non cyclers; NC) underwent the same rigorous testing procedures. Anthropometry, bone mass, body composition and biochemical parameters were assessed at each testing period.

Subjects

Fifty-four elite judoists at the French national training camp in Orleans (France) volunteered to participate in this study. Four dropped out of the study because of failure to meet testing schedules due to frequent trips abroad for competitive needs or transfer to another university. Two further judoists were excluded because of severe injury sustained during training, judoists (age 20 ± 3.0 years; 22 men and 26 women) had been training for 13 ± 4 years and their weekly training volume (9.5 ± 3 h/week) had been constant over the past 3 years. There were no differences between male and female judoists with regard to any of these training variables. This study analysed the first weight cycle of the judo season. This research project was undertaken after approval by the regional Human Ethics Committee of the University of Tours Medical School, which is the Institutional Review Board for all biomedical studies conducted in our region (Region Centre, France). All participants received a verbal and written description of the research protocol and each subject gave written informed consent. None of the subjects reported taking any medications, diuretics, protein supplements or creatine monohydrate. Exclusion criteria were occurrence of fracture within the last 24 months, failure to comply with the entire protocol and interruption of training for more than 2 weeks.

Assessment of bone mass and body composition

Total and regional bone mineral content (BMC), bone mineral density (BMD) and soft tissue composition were measured by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry with a Hologic QDR 4500 (Hologic Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). Regional bone measurements comprised the lumbar spine (including L1 to L4) and the non-dominant proximal femur (including femoral neck, greater trochanter and intertrochantic region). According to the World Health Organisation (10), the T-score represents the BMD of the individuals compared with the normal peak value of young adults. Soft tissue composition comprised fat mass and lean body mass (LBM). All scans were performed and analysed by the same operator in order to limit inter-observer variability. The coefficient of variation in our laboratory is 0.84% for BMD, 1.2% for BMC, 3.9% for fat mass and 0.48% for LBM measurements.

Blood sampling and analysis

The subjects were instructed to refrain from performing strenuous exercise (intense training session) 48 h prior to the visit to the laboratory, to avoid any kind of physical activity on the morning of blood sampling and to follow the same pretesting procedures before each visit. After an overnight fast, resting blood samples were obtained by antecubital venipuncture in a sitting position. Blood was drawn strictly between 0800 and 0900 h. Identical testing procedures were rigorously controlled for at each testing period. Blood samples were centrifuged and distributed into aliquots adequate for analysis of each bone marker and hormone. All samples were then immediately frozen at −80 °C until analysis. Serum leptin was measured using the Duoset ELISA kit (R&D Systems).
the amount of weight lost and subsequently regained. The typological classification was performed using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. In order to accurately assign the judoists into their respective WC or NC group, a Newman–Keuls post hoc analysis was used to locate statistical significance when an ANOVA was significant. Analysis of covariance was used to adjust circulating leptin concentrations for body fat and regression analyses were used to evaluate associations among different variables. Statistical significance was accepted at $P < 0.05$. All statistical analyses were performed by PCSM statistical software (Optima-Deltasoft, Mergignac, France). Data are presented as means ± S.E. unless specified otherwise.

Results

Baseline characteristics

Table 1 describes the baseline characteristics of male and female judoists. Table 2 presents baseline biochemical parameters. Female judoists had higher levels of cortisol and lower CTx than their male counterparts. Osteocalcin levels appeared to be greater in males, though this difference did not reach significance. The adipocyte hormone leptin was, as expected, higher in females than in males but this difference no longer held when leptin was adjusted for percentage body fat.

Nutritional intake

Table 3 summarizes the nutritional intake of the judoists. Energy intake as well as carbohydrate, fat and protein intake were significantly greater in males than in females. However, the distribution of macronutrient in % of daily energy intake was similar in both genders. Males consumed more calcium than their female counterparts, but vitamin D intake was similar in both genders and revealed no pre-existing deficits. For

Table 1 Characteristics of the judoists at baseline. Values are means ± S.D.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male ($n = 22$)</th>
<th>Female ($n = 26$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>20.9 ± 3.4</td>
<td>19 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>73.6 ± 8.3</td>
<td>60.3 ± 9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td>24 ± 2.1</td>
<td>22.7 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBM (kg)</td>
<td>61.6 ± 5.8</td>
<td>43.7 ± 5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM (%)</td>
<td>11.6 ± 3.6</td>
<td>23 ± 4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total BMD (g/cm²)</td>
<td>1.40 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.21 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-score (%)</td>
<td>119 ± 8</td>
<td>113 ± 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbar BMD (g/cm²)</td>
<td>1.28 ± 0.13</td>
<td>1.14 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip BMD (g/cm²)</td>
<td>1.29 ± 0.11</td>
<td>1.10 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
both genders, calcium and vitamin D intakes were within the French recommended dietary allowances (14). Daily energy intake, macronutrients, calcium and vitamin D were each unrelated to biochemical or bone parameters respectively.

Menstrual cycle characteristics

Three female judoists were currently amenorrheic at the time of the study but these women did not have a history of menstrual cycle disturbances. The remaining females were all menstruating regularly and none reported any history of menstrual cycle disturbances. Among these, 12 were taking oral contraceptives. The type used was low dose oestrogen and progestin combined oral contraceptive, and none was taking androgens. There were no differences in biochemical parameters and body composition between the women who were amenorrheic, eumenorrheic or taking oral contraceptives.

Weight cycling

The typological classification test classified the population into WCs (n = 19) or NCs (n = 29). Gender had no influence on the typological classification into WCs or NCs. WCs experienced a 4±0.3% bodyweight loss during the week leading up to the competition (Pre-C) followed by a 4±0.5% weight gain at Post-C. On the contrary, NCs maintained unchanged weight and biochemical values throughout the season. This study analysed the first weight cycle of the judo season. Prior to this study, WCs reported a history of weight cycling of 3.2±1.5 years. Unless specified otherwise, the results revealed no significant difference between genders and led to the pooling of male and female data.

Correlations between baseline endocrine and bone parameters

Leptin was positively associated with percentage body fat (r = 0.63, P < 0.001 in females and r = 0.71, P < 0.0001 in males) but was related to body mass index in females only (r = 0.46, P < 0.05). No association between leptin and weight emerged in either gender. In both genders, a history of weight cycling had no influence on leptin levels. In females, but not in males, CTx levels were inversely related to leptin (r = 0.41, P < 0.05). Osteocalcin was positively associated with CTx levels in both males (r = 0.63, P < 0.001) and females (r = 0.39, P < 0.05). In both genders, baseline circulating leptin showed no relation with osteocalcin, insulin or cortisol levels. Since insulin levels were no different between genders, only BMD values were corrected for the effects of gender in the regression analysis. The latter revealed a positive association between baseline insulinaemia and BMD at the Ward’s triangle (r = 0.64, P < 0.01) and femur (r = 0.62, P < 0.01) respectively. Regression analysis indicated that leptinaemia was not related to BMD at any site in men and women alone or in combination after correcting for the effects of sex.

Effects of weight loss and regain on anthropometric parameters

Repeated measures ANOVA revealed that weight and body composition were both significantly altered in male and female WCs, while remaining unchanged over the three-point measures in NCs. The % changes in bodyweight in response to 7 days of food restriction (Pre-C measure) and weight recovery 3 weeks later (Post-C measure) were not significantly different between genders.

Pre-C weight loss was 4±0.3% of initial bodyweight. Concomitant decreases in fat and LBM were 8±2.1% and 3±0.4% respectively. There were no gender differences in the amount of fat or LBM lost during weight reduction.

Post-C weight regain was no different between the sexes and represented 4±0.5% of bodyweight. However, fat and LBM changes in response to weight recovery were significantly different between the genders. In males, increases in fat and LBM were 7±2.6% and 4±0.9% respectively. Females, on the contrary, further increased their LBM mass by 4.4±0.7%, whereas their fat mass did not increase significantly. BMD values remained unchanged over the three-point measures.
Effects of weight loss and regain on biochemical parameters

The % changes in leptin, insulin, cortisol and bone markers in response to Pre-C weight loss and Post-C weight regain did not reveal any significant differences between the genders. A 4% bodyweight loss was accompanied by a 64% decrease in leptin levels (P < 0.001), a 31% decrease in insulin levels (P < 0.0001), a 33% increase in CTx levels (P < 0.0001) and a rise in cortisol of 81% (P < 0.05). Osteocalcin and total plasma protein concentrations remained unaffected by weight loss. A 4% bodyweight regain was accompanied by a 276% increase in leptin (P < 0.001), an 18% increase in insulin (P < 0.0001), a 23% decrease in CTx levels (P < 0.0001) and a 27% drop in cortisol (P < 0.05). Osteocalcin and total plasma protein concentrations remained unchanged from Pre-C to Post-C. Changes in leptin, insulin, cortisol, CTx and osteocalcin levels (expressed as % change) in response to Pre-C weight loss and Post-C weight regain are depicted in Fig. 1.

Correlations between changes in serum leptin with changes in endocrine and anthropometric parameters

To determine which parameter accounted most for the weight loss-induced increase in bone resorption, a multiple regression analysis was performed in which the decrease in leptin and insulin, and the rise in cortisol were entered as explanatory variables. As a result, the rise in CTx was strongly related to the drop in leptin levels (r = 0.56, P < 0.01), whereas neither the changes in insulin nor in cortisol participated in the regression analysis. Similarly, the decrease in bone resorption marker with Post-C weight regain was strongly related to the concomitant rise in leptin (r = 0.44, P < 0.05). No further relationships amongst the changes in the biochemical parameters emerged during weight regain.

To verify if the variance in CTx attributable to changes in leptin were (a) due to changes in fat mass and, if so, (b) how much independent variance was explained by leptin beyond the effects of fat mass per se, both the decrease in fat mass and decrease in leptinaemia were entered into the multiple regression analysis. Changes in leptin in response to both weight loss and weight regain were unrelated to changes in fat mass in both genders. Rather, in both genders, the decrease in leptin during weight reduction was related to bodyweight loss (r = 0.54, P < 0.01). On the contrary, in both genders the Post-C increase in leptin with weight regain was unrelated to changes in bodyweight or fat mass.

Discussion

This study examined the relationship between serum leptin, insulin, cortisol, bone biochemical markers and body composition during (a) stable bodyweight, (b) in response to bodyweight reduction and (c) to bodyweight gain. The objective pursued was to add information to the on-going controversy on the effects of leptin on human bone (2, 5, 15–17). This investigation was based on the assumption that rapid bodyweight variations might concomitantly alter bone metabolism and leptinaemia, thus shedding more light on the inter-relationship between leptin, insulin, cortisol and biochemical markers of bone.

The results of the present study suggest a regulatory role of leptin on type I collagen metabolism and agree with the hypothesis that leptin may inhibit bone resorption (16). The negative association between bone resorption and serum leptin levels observed at baseline (stable bodyweight) was further confirmed by the biochemical changes occurring in responses to weight loss and weight regain. The drop in leptin levels was strongly related to the increase in bone resorption marker occurring in response to weight loss. Similarly, the Post-C rise in leptin levels was associated with a concomitant decrease in bone resorption.

Leptin administration has been shown to inhibit osteoclastogenesis (7) and to increase osteoblastic differentiation of human marrow stromal cells, leading to an increase in the mineralization of the extracellular matrix (6). In vitro evidence supports the hypothesis that leptin is able to directly alter bone remodelling by modulating both osteoblast and osteoclast activities.
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human cross-sectional studies, however, were unable to confirm this. Reports in humans are inconsistent, as negative (16, 18) or no (15) associations between circulating leptin levels and bone markers have been reported. The reasons for these discrepancies are still not clear however. The findings of the present study support the notion of a positive effect of leptin on bone, in agreement with animal studies reporting that leptin administration prevented the increase in bone resorption in tail-suspended rats, used as a model of bone loss (8).

In the present study, the role of leptin in the regulation of bone resorption appeared even more salient as, contrary to what could have been expected, potential regulatory candidates such as insulin and cortisol did not yield any association with changes in bone resorption. Leptin has been hypothesized to participate in the activation of the adrenal axis to conserve metabolic fuels in the face of energy deprivation. Glucocorticoids are known to have deleterious effects on bone mass (19), while insulin is thought to act as an anabolic agent on bone (20). In anorectic subjects, a condition of increased bone resorption is consistently accompanied by increased cortisol levels and decreased insulinaemia. Not contradicting this concept, the increased bone resorption observed in the judoists after bodyweight reduction was accompanied by a concomitant rise in cortisol and decrease in insulin. However, the absence of a relationship suggests that neither cortisol nor insulin played a direct role in increasing bone resorption. Greater concentrations of cortisol and longer exposure to hypercortisolaemia might be required for glucocorticoids to exert significant negative effects on bone resorption (19).

Seasonal changes in bone biochemical markers have been described as the result of variable exposure to sunlight (21). Even though overall seasonal changes may be low, accounting for 12% of the variability of the markers (22), this potential bias had to be questioned when considering the time-frame of the present study (October to March). The 48 judoists were from the same training camp, lived in the same town and were submitted to identical training conditions and environmental influences. Consequently, if seasonal changes in bone resorption were to have occurred, then one would assume that this phenomenon would have affected all the judoists equally. However, serum concentrations of CTx and osteocalcin remained unchanged in the 29 NC judoists throughout the study period. The latter observation confirms the idea that the increase in CTx affecting WCs was indeed attributable to weight loss rather than being an artefact due to seasonal variations in bone markers.

The present findings are in agreement with previous studies reporting an increase in bone resorption with weight loss (23) or acute fasting (24) which have each been demonstrated to cause an increase in bone resorption. Accordingly, refeeding has been shown to decrease resorptive processes (25). However, the mechanisms underpinning these responses are not yet clear. Serum CTx is a validated marker of bone resorption (26) and has the advantage over other markers of being highly specific for bone tissue (27). In some cases, weight loss has also been shown to decrease bone formation (28) but this was not found in our judoists.

The duration and magnitude of the weight loss sustained might not have been sufficient to alter osteocalcin levels. Indeed, osteocalcin is secreted by osteoblasts in the late phase of matrix mineralization, and changes in metabolic activity may thus require a further delay to become visible in the circulation (27).

Even though adipocytes regulate leptin (ob) gene expression and secretion, the dramatic changes in leptin concentrations cannot be accounted for by only the rather modest variations in fat mass. In addition to its adipostatic function, leptin has been proposed to act as a peripheral signal of energy deprivation and has been hypothesized to initiate and regulate the endocrine response to prolonged fasting and starving (2). Leptin has been shown to respond in a dramatic and disproportionate manner to acute and chronic changes in energy balance. Short-term fasting (29) and overeating (30) lead to a rapid decrease and increase, respectively, in leptin synthesis that precedes any weight alterations. Leptin concentrations decline after weight loss (31); weight gain is associated with increased leptin synthesis (25, 32, 33).

Interestingly, biochemical responses to bodyweight changes were similar in male and female judoists. This may be surprising as leptin is known to exhibit sexual dimorphism. However, in contrast to previous reports in sedentary subjects (16), the gender difference in leptin levels amongst the judoists disappeared when fat mass was introduced as a covariate. This is most likely attributable to the physical fitness of our female subjects. Indeed, sports participation promotes gain in LBM, increased insulin sensitivity, as well as improved fatty acid oxidation and utilization (34). These factors may, in turn, reduce leptin levels or regulate leptin sensitivity in highly trained female athletes (35), thus reducing the discrepancy between males and females.

To conclude, the findings of this study support the hypothesis that leptin has an inhibitory role on bone resorption in humans. Furthermore, in healthy adults, its role in the regulation of bone resorption seems to be more important than the respective contributions of insulin or cortisol. Further investigations are necessary to (a) question the existence of a leptin threshold which may initiate the decrease in bone resorption and (b) to define its potential therapeutic role in the prevention of osteoporosis.
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